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Sing You Home Orbit
With her master dead and her oaths foresworn, necromancer and spy Isyllt Iskaldur finds herself in
exile. Hounded by assassins, she seeks asylum in Assar, the empire she so recently worked to
undermine. Warlords threaten the empire's fragile peace, and the empress is beset by enemies within
the court. Even worse, darkness stirs in the deep desert. Ancient spirits long held captive are waking
-- spirits that can destroy Assar faster than any army. Accompanied by an outcast jinn, Isyllt must
travel into the heart of the desert to lay the darkness there to rest once more. But her sympathies are
torn between the captive spirits and the order of mages sworn to bind them. And whichever choice
she makes could raze the empire to dust.
The Kingdoms of Dust Simon and Schuster
From Washington Post and Amazon Charts bestselling author Mike Omer comes the chilling
conclusion to Zoe Bentley's decades-long nightmare. A murderer who drinks his victim's blood? FBI
profiler Zoe Bentley and Agent Tatum Gray thought they'd seen it all, but this young woman's
barbaric murder is especially hard to stomach. They didn't expect to work this case. But vampirism
aside, the murderer's MO is identical to that of Rod Glover--the serial killer who's been pursuing Zoe
since childhood. Forensics reveals the murder to be his work, but not his alone; desperate to fulfill
his sick purpose, he has taken on an equally depraved partner. Zoe's own frustration grows after
another woman turns up dead and drained--and another goes missing. Time is running out: Zoe
knows her own death will be the climax of Glover's sinister play, which has been unfolding for
twenty years. To stop Glover and his vile partner, she'll need to plunge deep into their motives; but
this means drawing ever closer to becoming another casualty of a dark, dark thirst.
Mischief Acts eBook Partnership
The dust cloud rolls in from nowhere, stinging our eyes and muddling our senses. I reach for my
baby sister and pull her small body close to me. When the sky clears, we are alone on an empty
road with no clue which way to go... Oklahoma, 1935: Fifteen-year-old Faith Wilson takes her little
sister Hope's hand. In worn-down shoes, they walk through the choking heat of the Dust Bowl
towards a new life in California. But when a storm blows in, the girls are separated from their
parents. How will they survive in a place where just the color of their skin puts them in terrible
danger? Starving and forced to sleep on the streets, Faith thinks a room in a small boarding house
will keep her sister safe. But the glare in the landlady's eye as Faith leaves in search of their
parents has her wondering if she's made a dangerous mistake. Who is this woman, and what does
she want with sweet little Hope? Trapped, will the sisters ever find their way back to their family?
California, present day: Reeling from her divorce and grieving the child she lost, Zoe Edwards feels
completely alone in the world. Throwing herself into work cataloguing old photos for an exhibition,
she sees an image of a teenage girl who looks exactly like her, and a shiver grips her. Could this
girl be a long-lost relation, someone to finally explain the holes in Zoe's family history? Diving into
the secrets in her past, Zoe unravels this young girl's heartbreaking story of bravery and sacrifice.
But will anything prepare her for the truth about who she is...?
Ultimates 2 Vol. 2 Harper Collins
In this third book of the acclaimed series, Percy and his
friends are escorting two new half-bloods safely to camp when
they are intercepted by a manticore and learn that the goddess
Artemis has been kidnapped.
Thicker Than Blood Crown
#1 Kids Indie Next List * Parents Magazine Best Book of the Year * Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book
of the Year * SLJ Best Book of the Year * Kirkus Best Book of the Year * Junior Library Guild Selection * Edgar
Award Nominee * Four Starred Reviews * Bank Street Best Children’s Book of the Year * An Indie Bestseller *
From debut author Janae Marks comes a captivating story full of heart, as one courageous girl questions
assumptions, searches for the truth, and does what she believes is right—even in the face of great opposition. Zoe
Washington isn’t sure what to write. What does a girl say to the father she’s never met, hadn’t heard from

until his letter arrived on her twelfth birthday, and who’s been in prison for a terrible crime? A crime he says he
never committed. Could Marcus really be innocent? Zoe is determined to uncover the truth. Even if it means
hiding his letters and her investigation from the rest of her family. Everyone else thinks Zoe’s worrying about
doing a good job at her bakery internship and proving to her parents that she’s worthy of auditioning for Food
Network’s Kids Bake Challenge. But with bakery confections on one part of her mind, and Marcus’s
conviction weighing heavily on the other, this is one recipe Zoe doesn’t know how to balance. The only thing
she knows to be true: Everyone lies. "When Marcus tells Zoe he is innocent, and her grandmother agrees, Zoe
begins to learn about inequality in the criminal justice system, and she sets out to find the alibi witness who can
prove his innocence." (Publishers Weekly, "An Anti-Racist Children's and YA Reading List") Plus don't miss
Janae Marks's A Soft Place to Land!
Best of Luck Forever
The second edition of Why Art Photography? is an updated, expanded introduction to the ideas behind today’s
striking photographic images. Lively, accessible discussions of key issues such as ambiguity, objectivity, fiction,
authenticity, and photography’s expanding field are supplemented with new material around timely topics such
as globalization, selfie culture, and photographers’ use of advanced digital technologies, including CGI and
virtual reality. The new edition includes: an expanded introduction extended chapters featuring emerging trends a
larger selection of images, including new color images an improved and expanded bibliography This new edition
is essential for students looking to enrich their understanding of photography as a complex and multi-faceted art
form.
The Dust Bowl Orphans St. Martin's Press
My Little Pony's Twilight Sparkle stars in her very own Little Golden Book! Keeping a baby Alicorn out
of trouble is a big job, but Twilight Sparkle has been a huge help with her niece Flurry Heart. So Princess
Cadance and Shining Armor decide to create "Auntie's Day" in order to show their gratitude! They
gather all of Twilight's friends at the Castle of Friendship--Fluttershy, Pinkie Pie, Rarity, Applejack, and
Rainbow Dash--to plan the big surprise. Everypony wants this party to be perfect, but with so many
ideas, things get a little chaotic. Can the ponies pull off the best party for the best aunt ever? This
beautifully illustrated Little Golden Book is perfect for children ages 3 to 7, as well as collectors of all ages.
� 2017 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
Zo� Bakes Cakes First Second
In a novel in two voices, a popular teen and an artistic loner forge an unlikely bond — and create an
entire universe — via texts. But how long before the real world invades Starworld? Sam Jones and Zoe
Miller have one thing in common: they both want an escape from reality. Loner Sam flies under the radar
at school and walks on eggshells at home to manage her mom’s obsessive-compulsive disorder,
wondering how she can ever leave to pursue her dream of studying aerospace engineering. Popular,
people-pleasing Zoe puts up walls so no one can see her true self: the girl who was abandoned as an
infant, whose adoptive mother has cancer, and whose disabled brother is being sent away to live in a
facility. When an unexpected encounter results in the girls’ exchanging phone numbers, they forge a
connection through text messages that expands into a private universe they call Starworld. In Starworld,
they find hilarious adventures, kindness and understanding, and the magic of being seen for who they
really are. But when Sam’s feelings for Zoe turn into something more, will the universe they’ve built
survive the inevitable explosion?
Mishkan HaSeder: A Passover Haggadah Routledge
Sometime, somewhere, someone is searching for answers . . . . . . in a thirteenth-century castle . . . on a
train to a concentration camp . . . in a New York city apartment Hidden within the binding of an ancient
text that has been passed down through the ages lies the answer to one of the heart’s eternal questions.
When the text falls into the hands of Rabbi Kalman Stern, he has no idea that his lonely life of intellectual
pursuits is about to change once he opens the book. Soon afterward, he meets astronomer Isabel
Benveniste, a woman of science who stirs his soul as no woman has for many years. But Kalman has
much to learn before he can unlock his heart and let true love into his life. The key lies in the mysterious
document he finds inside the Zohar, the master text of the Kabbalah.
Stonewords ABRAMS
Scorned for agreeing to help an Arab couple excavate allegedly haunted grounds under their
house, archaeologist Page Brookstone finds what may be the tomb of the prophet Jeremiah, as
well as the remains of a woman, and intriguing scrolls documenting their relationship.
The Breakaways Disney-Hyperion
After winning the lottery, a young woman goes back to school—and gets an unexpected lesson in
love—in this romance by the author of Beginner’s Luck. Winning the lottery with her two best friends
doesn’t just bring wealth for Greer Hawthorne, it also allows her to pursue a long-postponed

education. She’s finally on the cusp of proving to her big, overprotective family that she’s
independent—until a careless mistake jeopardizes her plan to graduate. Lucky for her, there’s someone
in town who may be able to help . . . Globe-hopping photojournalist Alex Averin only plans to be in town
for his sister Kit’s wedding before jetting off again. But when gorgeous, good-hearted Greer needs an
assist with a photography project, he’s powerless to say no. Showing Greer his professional passion
ignites a new one for both of them. But can a ceaseless wanderer stay by an ambitious woman’s side⋯or
are Alex and Greer both pushing their luck too far? This eBook edition includes a bonus scene!
Diamonds in the Dust Charmaine Pauls
Two-time Caldecott Medalists Leo and Diane Dillon celebrate the love we feel for our children in this touching,
multi-generational story about the lasting power of family. Simple words and colorful paintings tell the warm,
engaging story of new parents who buy a rocking chair when they are expecting a baby. Bright, sunny illustrations
show the precious intimacy between parents and their children; the new mother glows with affection, and the new
father reads aloud to their young son. Time passes, and the boy grows up; the beloved rocker is moved to the attic
and gathers dust. But when the boy becomes a man, the cycle begins anew. He and his wife have a baby girl, and
the rocking chair is needed again. Legendary artists Leo and Diane Dillon are two of the greatest illustrators of our
time. This is their final collaboration, inspired by their own rocking chair. It is a tender tribute to the enduring
power of family love-passed from generation to generation. Here is a book for all ages to cherish. It serves as a
loving reminder of those who have gone before us-and those who are still to come.
Drawing Power CCAR Press
The first book in the New York Times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by award-winning author Laini
Taylor Around the world, black handprints are appearing on doorways, scorched there by winged
strangers who have crept through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of human
teeth grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student is about to be
caught up in a brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with monsters that may or
may not be real; she's prone to disappearing on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages--not all
of them human; and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head that color. Who is she? That is the
question that haunts her, and she's about to find out. When one of the strangers--beautiful, haunted
Akiva--fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, the result is blood and starlight, secrets
unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret
learning the truth about herself?
Drawing in the Dust Thames & Hudson
Combining age-old texts, fresh insights, inspiring poetry, new translations, and breathtaking art,
Mishkan HaSeder sets a new standard in Passover Haggadot. Using the beloved format of
Mishkan T'filah and Mishkan HaNefesh, this Haggadah offers beautiful new translations by
Rabbis Janet and Sheldon Marder in conversation with an extraordinary collection of poetry from
a diverse array of poets. The running commentary by Rabbis Oren Hayon, Seth Limmer, and
Amy Scheinerman draws out the historic background of the seder rituals, builds on the social
justice issues of our day, and offers contemporary connections to Passover. The text is
complemented by full-color works from acclaimed artist Tobi Kahn that will enhance any seder
experience. Mishkan HaSeder features poetry by Yehuda Amichai, Ellen Bass, Lucille Clifton,
Edward Hirsch, Ross Gay, Emma Lazarus, Denise Levertov, Ada Limon, Grace Paley, Dan Pagis,
Adrienne Rich, and many more. Equally suited to home and community celebrations, this is a
Haggadah for today and tomorrow. Mishkan HaSeder has the depth to stimulate experienced
seder leaders while its accessible explanations will make those joining our tables for the first time
feel welcome. "In this brilliant new Reform Haggadah, the old is made new in a spiritual depth
that is dazzling. The felicitous translation of traditional and modern sources, the insightful
commentary and questions, the moving poetry, the aesthetically evocative depth of the art, and
the beautiful and accessible layout of the text all combine to make this Haggadah a genuine
treasure that will enrich Passover and the experience of the seder for this generation of religious
seekers. We are all indebted to the CCAR for making this publication possible." -Rabbi David
Ellenson, Chancellor Emeritus, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion "Finally, a
Haggadah that is gorgeous, creative, serious, egalitarian, poetic, and inspiring! With so many
layers of meaning and beauty, this new liturgy for the seder will nourish the skeptics, the seekers,
and the scholars in your midst. This is the Haggadah my family and yours have been waiting for."
-Rabbi Rick Jacobs, President, Union for Reform Judaism "Mishkan HaSeder is a gorgeous new
Haggadah, with powerful feminist commentary that illuminates the moral and ethical
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underpinnings of the Passover seder and opens new doors of understanding, as well as inspiring
poetry that deepens the experience. This is the new gold standard for every seder table." -Sheila
Katz, CEO, National Council of Jewish Women "From poetry that lifts the heart to colorful
artwork that deepens our vision, from the Talmud's wisdom to the insights of contemporary
Jewish teachers, from ancient practice to the urgent call for justice in our own day, Mishkan
HaSeder will enrich the Passover seder for experienced participants and newcomers alike. Like the
seder itself, this new Haggadah is a gathering, a blessing, a feast." -Rabbi David Stern, Senior
Rabbi, Temple Emanu-El Dallas and Past President, Central Conference of American Rabbis
"This is the Haggadah you have to own. An amazing weaving together of the service we all know,
in Hebrew and English, with astounding works of art--poems from many different sources,
exceptional page design, and beautiful, meditative color images by the brilliant Tobi Kahn--and
with thoughtful commentary that explicates the tradition and orients us to the work yet to be
done. There are many Haggadot with various themes, but this is one for the ages, allowing each
user to pull out favorite poems, highlight specific directives, open up thoughtful seder table
discussions, and become truly immersed in the holiday." -Ruth Messinger, Global Ambassador
and Past President, American Jewish World Service
I am an Artist Simon and Schuster
Inspired by the global #MeToo Movement, Drawing Power: Women’s Stories of Sexual Violence,
Harassment, and Survival is a collection of original, nonfiction comics drawn by more than 60 female
cartoonists from around the world. Featuring such noted creators as Emil Ferris, Aline Kominsky-
Crumb, MariNaomi, Liana Finck, and Ebony Flowers the anthology’s contributors comprise a diverse
group of many ages, sexual orientations, and races—and their personal stories convey the wide spectrum
of sexual harassment and abuse that is still all too commonplace. With a percentage of profits going to
RAINN, Drawing Power is an anthology that stokes the fires of progressive social upheaval, in the fight
for a better, safer world. Full list of contributors: Rachel Ang, Zoe Belsinger, Jennifer Camper, Caitlin
Cass, Tyler Cohen, Marguerite Dabaie, Soumya Dhulekar, Wallis Eates, Trinidad Escobar, Kat Fajardo,
Joyce Farmer, Emil Ferris, Liana Finck, Sarah Firth, Mary Fleener, Ebony Flowers, Claire Folkman, Noel
Franklin Katie Fricas, Siobhán Gallagher, Joamette Gil, J. Gonzalez-Blitz, Georgiana Goodwin, Roberta
Gregory, Marian Henley, Soizick Jaffre Avy Jetter, Sabba Khan, Kendra Josie Kirkpatrick, Aline
Kominsky-Crumb, Nina Laden, Miss Lasko-Gross, Carol Lay, Miriam Libicki Sarah Lightman,
LubaDalu, Ajuan Mance, MariNaomi, Lee Marrs, Liz Mayorga, Lena Merhej, Bridget Meyne, Carta
Monir, Hila Noam Diane Noomin, Breena Nu�ez, Meg O’Shea, Corinne Pearlman, Cathrin
Peterslund, Minnie Phan, Kelly Phillips, Powerpaola, Sarah Allen Reed, Kaylee Rowena, Ariel Schrag, M.
Louise Stanley, Maria Stoian, Nicola Streeten, Marcela Trujillo, Carol Tyler, Una, Lenora Yerkes, Ilana
Zeffren
Kabbalah Candlewick Press
IACP AWARD FINALIST � The expert baker and bestselling author behind the Magnolia Network
original series Zo� Bakes explores her favorite dessert—cakes!—with more than 85 recipes to create
flavorful and beautiful layers, loafs, Bundts, and more. “Zo�’s relentless curiosity has made her an
artist in the truest sense of the word.”—Joanna Gaines, co-founder of Magnolia NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME OUT Cake is the ultimate symbol of celebration,
used to mark birthdays, weddings, or even just a Tuesday night. In Zo� Bakes Cakes, bestselling author
and expert baker Zo� Fran�ois demystifies the craft of cakes through more than eighty-five simple and
straightforward recipes. Discover treats such as Coconut–Candy Bar Cake, Apple Cake with Honey-
Bourbon Glaze, and decadent Chocolate Devil’s Food Cake. With step-by-step photo guides that
break down baking fundamentals—like creaming butter and sugar—and Zo�’s expert knowledge to
guide you, anyone can make these delightful creations. Featuring everything from Bundt cakes and loaves
to a beautifully layered wedding confection, Zo� shows you how to celebrate any occasion, big or small,
with delicious homemade cake.
The Marsh House Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Two women, separated by decades, are drawn together by one, mysterious house in this ghost story set on the
North Norfolk coast.
The Mother's Promise Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
THE SILENT LAND is a brooding and tender look at love and whether it can survive the greatest challenge we
will ever face. The film rights have been optioned by the producer of BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN. A young
couple are caught in an avalanche during a skiing holiday in the French Alps. They struggle back to the village and
find it deserted. As the days go by they wait for rescue, then try to leave. But each time they find themselves back in
the village. And, increasingly, they are plagued by visions and dreams and the realization that perhaps no-one
could have survived the avalanche.
Zoe's Good-Bye CCAR Press
Ten years of infertility issues culminate in the destruction of music therapist Zoe Baxter's
marriage, after which she falls in love with another woman, Vanessa, and wants to start a family;
but her ex-husband, Max, in the grips of an anti-gay pastor, stands in the way. Includes a CD of
songs created for the novel. (This title is being re-listed in Forecast). 1.5 million first printing.
Starworld Wipf and Stock Publishers
A SUNDAY TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR_______________'A work of extraordinary ambition,

brilliantly realised' OBSERVER'A mesmerising journey down the byways of English folklore' MAIL ON
SUNDAY'Verbally dextrous, inventive, and hugely entertaining' THE TIMES_______________Herne
the hunter, mischief-maker, spirit of the forest, leader of the wild hunt, hurtles through the centuries
pursued by his creator. A shapeshifter, Herne dons many guises as he slips and ripples through time - at
candlelit Twelfth Night revels, at the spectacular burning of the Crystal Palace, at an acid-laced Sixties
party. Wherever he goes, transgression, debauch and enchantment always follow in his wake. But as the
forest is increasingly encroached upon by urban sprawl and gentrification, and the world slides into crisis,
Herne must find a way to survive - or exact his revenge.
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